Foster&Bridge
About Foster&Bridge
Foster&Bridge is an entrepreneurial business organization that strives to
develop stronger and better human capital and resource solutions, improving
the processes of their clients and optimizing results, thus offering more and
better, from people and to people. Only then can we exceed the expectations of
our clients, presenting them with innovative solutions in People Management,
and by being a reference in the domestic market. We are aware of our ability to
ensure a process of growth for our clients and support them by providing public
training services, in-house training services and consultancy.
This is only possible thanks to our team, which is specialized in the strategic
planning of the organization. It’s no wonder then that we provide high end
Training and Development that aims to reduce gaps between business and
professional skills, in order for results to become increasingly more effective. We
focus on Time Management, Conflict Management, Team Management and
Building High Performance Teams training segments, as well as other more
specific segments that are built according to the specific needs of our clients for
the company to be competitive in the marketplace.
The benefits’ administration has also been the focus of our work on this front!
We believe that with the expertise that we possess, allied to top of the line
professionals that we are fortunate to work with, we can accurately provide
what every company seeks in the long run: to support business through
consultancy in order for them to achieve their goals in life goals through hard
work!
OUR hard work!
Business Philosophy
Foster&Bridge is quite watchful and responsive towards its clients. From the
moment they engage with Foster&Bridge up to their participation and
completion in our program, our main goal is to be present throughout the whole
process. Foster&Bridge believes that professionals have soaring high
expectations when they’re undergoing our professional development program.
Generally speaking, Foster&Bridge has three main principles and goals in
running its business and organization, and they are divided into three high end
training programs: the Nurturing Program, the Elevating Program and the
Connecting Program, that are described below to better explain our line of
thought.

Nurturing (from nothingness to something)
Foster & Bridge’s mission is to nurture young talent & potential
minds. We improve your personal & professional values to keep up
with their brilliance. You will start as a seed, and through our care

and attention you will become a plant. At the end of the process, our
methodologies ensure you not only a sustained growth but also our
main concern: that you bear fruits so others can reap them and grow
as well.
Elevating (from one point to the other)
Foster & Bridge paves the road to your success and teaches you how
to drive in that immense highway called business. We present you
with a better you, better positions and degrees as the professional
you are, better opportunities and timeliness and, of course, a better
personal life as well so you can boost your career and your life in the
community.
Connecting (from one to many)
Foster & Bridge believes that no individual can live a fulfilling life if
he is not connected and thus does not connect with the society he’s
in. We promote retribution to those that make everything possible
for greater talents to flourish and achieve the best professional and
personal life. Communication and interconnection is of paramount
importance in business and life, and the real secret is to know how
one can touch many.
These training courses are the quintessential foundations that make
Foster&Bridge a globally renowned and professional, trusted human capital
development player that possesses remarkable internal and external premium
quality training services to greet partners and clients alike with, be it
professional entrepreneurs or corporations.

Our Services
Foster & Bridge’s core interest and business resides in Human Capital
Development through training. In order to implement our vision with sturdy
and strong roots, we have to encase each of our beliefs into one single
sphere, accommodating for the well being of each one of them so everything
is in its right place. Nevertheless, and as parts of the same cell, every single
one of them has a direct relation with each other, making sure that the whole
organism functions perfectly as a whole, hence the perfect symbiosis that we
present to both our customers and partners alike.
Our Mission:
1. Promote the intrinsic value of learning, self-worth and high quality
performance among entrepreneurs;
2. Provide quality services that combine performance with value
pricing, while establishing a successful relationship with our
customers and our business partners (professionals, companies,
facilitators);
3. Constantly strive to improve valuable offers to fulfill our customer
needs and expectations of cost, service and selection;
4. Be a step ahead of the competition by innovating new products and
services based on the needs of our customers and market demand;
5. Promote transition to professionals for productive and responsible
participation in society.
The Values of Foster&Bridge
Innovation & Vanguard
In order for you to be a step ahead in an ever changing and tremendously
competitive field, we at Foster & Bridge diligently invest and place a solid bet on
the latest human resources training solutions and then implement them in your
business.
Customer Focus & Prompt Responsiveness
We live in global times that demand us to maintain a staunch connection with
our customers. Understanding the business’ core is ultimately not enough: one
has to predict that which our customers will want tomorrow and the day after, as
well as adopt different strategies in moment’s notice to adapt, since extinction is
not a viable option. By doing so through our courses, Foster & Bridge provides
valuable insight to its clients so they can provide the same insight to their clients.
Ethics & Individual Needs
An easy way to fail but that many companies seem to overlook is treating
different customers in the same manner. This is indeed one of the major
mistakes of nowadays businesses, as not understanding the customers’
individual needs is a formal invitation to demise. By offering customized and
integrated professional training solutions Foster & Bridge ascertains its
command, turning its partners and customers not into mere clients but into true,

dedicated

followers.

Agility & Dynamism
We aim to deliver knowledge to the corporate field that will transform ‘good’ into
‘outstanding’, thus helping each of our customers and partners to benefit much
more from their employees and close cooperators. We imbue the attendants of
our courses with enlightenment about how does agility and dynamism make a
difference in the corporate world, sharing techniques and points of view so the
outcome will exceed Foster & Bridge customers’ individual expectations.
Quality & Services
In order for our partners and clients to progress and gather better customers,
the quality of/and the services provided are of the highest order of importance.
Thus, Foster & Bridge transmits Competence, Courtesy, Credibility, Security,
Access, Communication, Reliability and Responsiveness, and ultimately, knowing
the customer, all of these made available via our training sessions.
Transparency & Relationships
Your professionalism isn’t more than a reflection of your transparency while
conducting business and, in ultimate analysis, of yourself as a person.
Transparency is synonymous with credibility and trust, and applying them in
everything you do allow you to pave broad roads that lead to relationships.
There’s no middle term for transparency: whether you act like it or you don’t,
and Foster & Bridge knows too well that the rewards of transparency are
reflected in the relationships that we make along the way.

Tagline suggestions as required:
Foster & Bridge
Together we lead the way
Foster & Bridge
We foster your needs to build bridges

Short Brief:
For every step you take, Foster & Bridge provides you the needed support to
encourage you to take another one in the direction of your goals through our
dedicated training. No matter where you step, we are always there for you.

